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Chief Executive of each District Council

Dear Chief Executive

HONOURS AWARDS

In January / February 2018 this division facilitated two Honours Awards awareness
seminars in Ards & North Down and Causeway Coast & Glens district councils. These
were met with fairly positive feedback from attendees and a number of actions were
followed up on queries raised. In particular, the issue around timings of nominations
was raised and clarification has since been provided to councils.

Since then we have produced Guidance to District Councils on the nomination process
which was issued in January 2019 and is reattached for reference. We also issued the
PowerPoint presentation used in the seminars.

It was agreed down the line to revisit councils to establish whether an appetite existed
to organise and facilitate further Honours seminars/events in early 2020 with the
various stakeholders including TEO Honours Secretariat.

This purpose of this memo is to ascertain whether a need currently exists within
councils for us to consider running similar events for officials / elected members. This
might be the more relevant since the local government elections in May 2019 will have
brought an influx of new faces across the political parties.

I would be grateful for your views on the matter and if you could respond to me via the
contact details shown above by Friday 8 November 2019.

Many thanks for your attention on this matter.

Yours sincerely

ROBERT COUSINS
Local Government & Housing Regulation Division

Local Government & Housing
Regulation Division
Level 4
Causeway Exchange
1-7 Bedford Street
Town Parks
BELFAST
BT2 7EG

Email: Robert.Cousins@communities-ni.gov.uk

17 October 2019
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DfC GUIDANCE TO DISTRICT COUNCILS - NOMINATING SOMEONE FOR AN
HONOUR

1. Introduction

i. The Honours system is a process which begins with the Honours &
Appointments Secretariat in London. It filters down to The Executive Office
(TEO) and the Head of Civil Service (HOCS) in Northern Ireland and through
the various government departments and divisions within those departments,
seeking nominations for an award at the appropriate level.

ii. Local Government & Housing Regulation Division (LGHRD) within the
Department for Communities (DfC) manages honours nominations from
district councils and liaises with the Permanent Secretary’s Office during
March and September each year. As this window to receive nominations is
fairly tight, council officials and elected members are also encouraged to
submit nominations on an ongoing basis. These are held by LGHRD and
processed in line with departmental and Honours’ Secretariat deadlines. This
more flexible approach provides council staff with more time to develop the
citation which is a key factor in a successful outcome.

iii. TEO commission each Honours round to government departments and
produce their own guidance to sponsoring bodies including “How to write an
honours citation” and a citation form. This guidance is specific to district
councils but also covers public nominations which are initially directed to TEO
who then approach the appropriate department to agree sponsorship.

2. Types of Award

i. The range of Awards is determined by the nature of the achievement of the
individual and their contribution in "making a difference". A nominator may
not be certain which award they wish to choose from the diverse range of
awards but council nominations tend to fall into the following categories:

ii. OBE - Distinguished regional or county-wide role in any field, through
achievement or service to the community including notable practitioners
known nationally. Typically a Chief Executive;
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iii. MBE - Achievement or service in and to the community which is outstanding
in its field and has delivered sustained and real impact which stands out as an
example to others. Typically a councillor, mayor, chair or member of staff;
and

iv. BEM - Achievement or contribution of a very “hands-on” service to the
community in a local geographical area. This might take the form of sustained
commitment in support of very local charitable and/or voluntary activity; or
innovative work. Typically a councillor or member of staff depending on
activities they are nominated for.

v. If a council thinks another award may be more appropriate, the council should
contact LGHRD for advice. Generally nominations are made for OBE, MBE
or BEM, though on occasion advice is sought from TEO via Permanent
Secretary’s Office on suggesting a change to what is more appropriate or
likely to result in success for the nominee.

3. Route of Application

i. There are two routes of application. These have different appeals for varied
reasons in particular regarding confidentiality and at times when there are
issues with the content of the citation.

ii. Route 1 – This is the conventional route. Councils respond to the
commissioning note from LGHRD and complete a Microsoft Word citation
template (see Appendix 1) with the nominee’s details with content limited to
450 words. These nominations are usually forwarded to LGHRD via Chief
Executive Personal Secretary (PS) staff for consideration either during the
short bi-annual commissioning process or on an ongoing basis throughout the
year. Queries from LGHRD are usually dealt with through PS staff or other
staff depending on confidentiality of the nominee. Letters of support are not
necessary where the nomination comes directly from a council.

iii. Route 2 – This public nomination route is more accessible and provide
enhanced confidentiality than applications routed through council. This route
enables an individual to nominate a person for an honour and when doing so
the nominator details must be provided. Letters of support must be
provided. Queries about the application are handled between the TEO and
the nominator. LGHRD has found, on occasion, that where queries are raised
with the nominator there is a proportionately greater chance that feedback is
not forthcoming. The link to this nomination form and guidance notes can be
found here at https://www.nidirect.gov.uk/publications/nomination-form-and-
guidance-notes-uk-national-honour
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4. Principles in selection

i. The success or otherwise of a nomination in the Honours process is ultimately
determined by the Honours & Appointments Secretariat in London using their
selection criteria. They apply the Prime Minister’s strategic objectives which
has merit as the overarching criterion for judging whether an individual
deserves an honour.

ii. Diversity is also an important criteria for example, where there continues to be
an under-representation of females (particularly senior women) or members of
black and ethnic minority groups. This needs to be addressed.

iii. Candidates should be identified well in advance of retirement. In some cases,
it may take a few years before an individual filters through the national
element of the nomination and selection process before they are chosen at a
local level. The general rule is that citations should be so timed that the
individual concerned will receive the award prior to retirement, i.e. while they
are still performing the services for which recognition is proposed. This does
not, however, preclude an award being made after a nominee has actually
retired.

5. Content of the Citation

i. A high quality content citation is the one overriding factor in which the
nominator can persuade group panels at various levels that the candidate
merits receipt of an award, particularly for voluntary and charitable services
undertaken. This cannot be overstated. In the past citations have often
predominately focused on the ‘day job’, which is no longer viewed as of
primary importance.

ii. A greater emphasis is now placed on voluntary work either to supplement the
main basis of a recommendation or for those engaged solely in voluntary
activities. As well as recognising the contribution the nominee has made in a
particular field it is important to recognise the contribution they have made in
charitable or voluntary activities. People with clear evidence of voluntary and
charitable contribution are more successful at committee stage.

iii. A good citation will:

 be well-constructed and compelling;

 provide objective data to back up assertions being made about the
candidate;

 provide details of how the candidate has made a real difference;

 show how a candidate has gone “beyond their job”;

 show how they stand out amongst their peers;

 provide up-to-date and current information;
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 provide details of their voluntary contribution; and

 Show how they have “gone the extra mile”.

iv. TEO have produced comprehensive guidance on “How to write an honours
citation” (attached at Appendix 2).

6. Further information

i. This guidance is complementary to that provided by TEO and provides
information specifically for district councils about their input into the bi-annual
request for nominations.

ii. This guidance should provide council staff with sufficient information to
interact effectively with the department in the Honours exercises. Queries
arising during the process are often usually where most lesson are learned so
please feel free to contact the LGHRD staff listed below as necessary.

iii. Robert Cousins – Telephone: 028 9082 3387

Email: Robert.Cousins@communities-ni.gov.uk

OR

Piers Dalgarno – Telephone: 028 9082 3377

Email: Piers.Dalgarno@communities-ni.gov.uk

Local Government & Housing Regulation Division

January 2019
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Secretary of State for Northern Ireland  
1 Horse Guards Road 

London 
SW1 2HQ  

T 020 7210 6455  
T 02890 160206  
Stormont House 

Belfast  
BT4 3SH  

E SoS.Smith@nio.gov.uk 
www.gov.uk/nio 

Follow us on Twitter @NIOgov 
 
Councillor Martin Kearney 
Chair of Council 
Cookstown Office 
Burn Road 
Cookstown 
BT80 8DT 
 

5 November 2019 
 

Dear Martin, 
 
Thank you for your letter to the Prime Minister passing on the resolution of Mid Ulster                
Council regarding the election of the Irish Head of State. I am responding on the Prime                
Minister’s behalf. 
 
I am happy to make it clear that Irish citizens, resident in any part of the UK, can vote in all                     
UK elections held in the area in which they live. Irish citizens can stand as candidates in all                  
UK elections at which they can vote. These rights have been explicitly enshrined in UK law                
for over seventy years and currently derive from the Representation of the People Act              
1983. 
 
British citizens resident in Ireland currently have reciprocal voting rights in equivalent            
elections, so they may vote in Dail and local elections. Irish law is clear that British citizens                 
are, however, not entitled to vote in referendums in Ireland, or in Presidential elections as               
there is no equivalent election for head of state in the UK. 
 
All decisions concerning voting rights in Irish elections or referenda are entirely a matter              
for the Irish government. If, following their referendum on the matter, the Irish government              
decided to enfranchise Irish citizens living outside Ireland in respect of Presidential            
elections that will be a matter for them and not a matter for the UK Government. 
 

 
 

RT HON JULIAN SMITH MP 
SECRETARY OF STATE FOR NORTHERN IRELAND  

mailto:SoS.Bradley@nio.gov.uk
http://www.gov.uk/nio
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